
Bit stool
A multifunctional design 
that is a bit more resourceful  



Bit stool

Bit is an aesthetically pleasing, versatile 
stool with countless possibilities for 
your home. Use Bit as a pedestal for a 
floral arrangement, as a side table for 
a lamp, or as impromptu seating for 
that unexpected dinner guest. Inspired 
by clear-cut shapes such as monoliths 
and columns, designer Simon Legald’s 
take on the stool is both bold and 
multifunctional. The straightforward, 
utilitarian look contrasts with the 
pixelated surface made up of  small 
bits of  100% recycled household and 
industrial plastic. A particular process, 
where plastic fragments are heated to a 
120°C melting point, makes it possible 
to repeatedly reuse and reheat the 
material without altering its properties. 
The result is a stool design with a 
distinctive thickness and composition, 
making every Bit a bit unique.

Every Bit 
is a bit unique

Form café table marble Ø70 x H65 cm



Collection overview

Bit stool
White 

H: 42 x Ø: 36 cm

Bit stool
Black

H: 42 x Ø: 36 cm

Bit stool
White Multi

H: 42 x Ø: 36 cm

Bit stool
Black Multi

H: 42 x Ø: 36 cm

Bit stool



Description
Bit is an aesthetically pleasing, versatile stool with 
countless possibilities for the home. Inspired by clear-
cut shapes such as monoliths and columns, designer 
Simon Legald’s take on the stool is both bold and 
multifunctional. The straightforward, utilitarian look 
contrasts with the pixelated surface made up of small 
bits of 100% recycled household and industrial plastic. 

Designer / Year Of Design
Simon Legald / 2021

Material
Low-Density Polyethylene (LPDE)

Construction 
Bit stool is made using a rotational molding technique 
with flexible thermoplastic Low-Density Polyethylene 
(LDPE).

Maintenance
Clean with a damp cloth.

Product facts

Form café table wood Ø70xH74,5 cm
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